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1 Executive Summary
The Bloomen project aims to understand how blockchain technologies can be put at
the service of the creative industry to take it to the next level, the music sector being
one of the chosen case studies. BMAT, as the leader of the music use case, has
been working hand in hand with the partners of the consortium to define and develop
a solution that will benefit the music industry, which we have called Bloomen Music.
Bloomen Music is structured around a music rights management platform that
leverages the properties of blockchain technologies to help build a global database
of copyright information that can be used by Collective Management Organisations
(CMOs) to distribute royalties in a faster, more transparent and more efficient way.
The purpose of Bloomen Music is very well aligned with BMAT’s company vision: to
better the music ecosystem by creating and applying new technologies that allow
creators to get the recognition they deserve. “What plays around will come back
around” is our motto.
The present document is the continuation of the initial report on the pilot operation
management evaluation, where we explained the work carried out in the first stage of
the music industry use case pilot. In that initial phase, we did a first definition of the
use case and requirements analysis, and we collaborated with the technical partners
of the project to build a first prototype of the software, which we tested to gather
early feedback. At the same time, we carried out all the dissemination and
community engagement tasks and discussions with music industry experts and
stakeholders to validate the approach of the use case, paving the way to onboard
users onto the system to evaluate the solution with a realistic scenario.
This final report leans on the previous deliverable but focuses on the second stage
of the pilot, where we have defined and set up a testing environment for a real use
case with a Proof of Concept (PoC) for the Italian collective management
organization, SIAE. The feedback received from the multiple iterative tests that we
have run have allowed us to refine the initial version of the software, the desktop
application called “Decentralized Rights Management”. Finally, we have analysed the
maturity of the features offered by Bloomen Music and discussed which
improvements should be made to bring the solution closer to market.
After an introduction to put the present document into context (Section 2), in this
deliverable we describe the scope of the music industry use case and tools to be
tested (Section 3), the plan outlined to run and evaluate the pilot, together with the
definition of the target users (Section 4), the tasks that have been followed to
prepare the pilot and its environment, as well as the tests to be executed (Section 5),
and the results of the pilot tests (Section 6). Finally, we have drawn some
conclusions on the work done so far and defined the next steps towards the final
evaluation at the end of the project (Section 7).
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2 Preliminary Notes
This chapter provides the context of this deliverable, the Bloomen project
background, some context of the current report and important related deliverables.

2.1 The Bloomen Project
Bloomen (“Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience”) is an
innovation action project funded by European Commission under Grant Agreement
No. 762091. The consortium explores and researches how blockchain technology
can be used to manage and track a variety of content, such as music, pictures or
WebTV offerings. Based on three specific media use cases, the project currently
develops demonstrators and applications that use blockchain technologies to
evaluate new platforms for content creators or administrators to improve the
creative digital value chain so authors are better attributed and compensated, while
all stakeholders work in an environment with high levels of trust, security and
fairness.
The content, media and creative domains involve many different types of
stakeholders, including technologists and developers. Ranging from single artists to
employed media creators and senior decision-makers, a key group for Bloomen are
content creators, either as individuals or organisations. No matter whether large or
small, these creators currently face many challenges how digital content of any kind
can be efficiently used, attributed and monetised. In this context, Bloomen aims to
provide blockchain-based solutions and inform about their potential use and impact.

2.2 About This Deliverable
Bloomen explores how to use blockchain technology for the management of media
assets. This deliverable focuses on a use case for the music industry, specifically on
how to improve the management of music rights information. All the work done
around the music industry use case, both from a business and technical side is
commonly described as “Bloomen Music. The tool that allows the project to pilot
these developments has been named “Decentralized Rights Management App”.
The Bloomen music industry use case is managed by BMAT as the business partner,
and a number of technical partners have contributed to it. Worldline developed the
first version of the app, ICCS/NTUA has been in charge of extending it in a second
phase of developments, while ATC and Kendraio have built the pieces of the
Bloomen ecosystem with which the app needs to interact.
Bloomen Music is one of three use cases explored in the Bloomen project. While this
use case explores blockchain-driven music rights management, the other two use
cases look into photo asset management and decentralized video on-demand
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solutions. Each use case focuses on different areas and facets of media
management and target groups, resulting in different approaches and business
contexts.
This deliverable (D5.2) reports about the second phase of the pilot operation
management and evaluation for the music industry use case and provides an update
of recent developments, demonstrator features, the evaluation programme and
results for this phase.
This report was originally planned to be completed and delivered on M30, however a
2 month extension was requested and granted in order to be able to incorporate and
evaluate a more mature version of the Decentralized Rights Management App, where
we could run tests and gather results. The extra time has been important to sort out
some issues that prevented the user from completing some specific functions. On
the other hand, the disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has greatly
impacted the music industry at all levels, has partially affected the evaluation plans,
since some users have been forced to reassess their degree of commitment with the
pilot. This has added some delay to the final delivery.
The target audiences for this deliverable are the Bloomen project reviewers as well
as the project consortium itself. For the consortium, the deliverable serves as an
overview of the status of the music industry use case (Bloomen Music). For
technical partners, it gives key information on evaluation results. The consortium
and WP5 lead will be using this status report in regular task management meetings.
For Bloomen’s project reviewers and project officers, the document serves as a
guide, in order to evaluate ongoing work related to Bloomen Music.

2.3 Relationship With Other Deliverables
This document D5.2 has been produced in year 3 of the Bloomen project at the end
of M32. It is the second in a series of two deliverables, which report on the status of
the music industry use case (Bloomen Music) in relation to the work conducted in
Task 5.1 (Music industry use case - pilot operation management and evaluation).
The first deliverable in this series (D5.1) was produced in M24, titled “Music use case
– pilot operation management and evaluation – Initial report”. It reported the release
of the first prototype of the solution with a desktop application called “Decentralized
Rights Management”, and the work done in the first phase of the pilot, consisting in
setting up a first working environment and testing the functionalities of the software
with some input data. Also, it described the tasks of dissemination and community
engagement carried out up to then, the discussions with music industry experts and
stakeholders to validate our approach, and the overall pilot plan and initial tests,
including any early feedback. The current document D5.2 is based on the work
reported in D5.1. We have kept the information that stays relevant, that helps to
understand the context and the processes behind Bloomen Music, and we have
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expanded it to add the work developed since M24 onwards, which covers the second
half of the pilot phase.
One further deliverable concerning all Bloomen use cases is scheduled for WP5. This
is D5.7 at the end of the project, M36, an overall evaluation report. This upcoming
document will contain further important evaluation results and information about the
music industry use case.
Other related deliverables to this document are D2.1 (Bloomen use cases and KPIs)
from M6 and D2.2 (Bloomen Requirements Analysis) from M10. The first deliverable
D2.1 relating to Bloomen use cases contained visionary, detailed descriptions for all
three Bloomen use cases in their respective business contexts and market
environments. At this early point in the project, it was the goal to illustrate general
and wider application and business opportunities for future products and services
that relate to the Bloomen use cases. In comparison, the deliverable D2.2. focused
on necessary technical requirements for building the Bloomen system.
Readers of this document are advised to also refer to D2.1, D2.2, D5.1 and – in due
time – the upcoming D5.7 deliverable in order to obtain the complete set of
information.
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3

Use Case Scope

This chapter provides an overview of the use case and scope for the pilot
development. Specific information is provided about the business concept behind
Bloomen Music and a description of the tools and features available in the current
version of the software that has been tested and evaluated, indicating the changes
and improvements of the platform with respect to the initial phase.

3.1 Proposal
The music industry use case was first defined and described at the beginning of the
project, in D2.1. The original approach of Bloomen Music can be summarized as
follows:
“The Music Use Case from BMAT: A new blockchain-based, global music information
database for rights management and claims that engages all relevant interested
parties.”

Figure 1: Use Cases in Bloomen – Conceptual Overview

In D2.1, BMAT defined the main business objective of the use case, which was to
validate the use of blockchain as the base technology of a system that can manage
rights and claims and is capable of engaging all relevant interested parties.
Both the definition of the use case and the main business objective remain valid and
they have been the motors that have propelled all actions around the music use
case, although we have been adapting the ambition and strategy as a consequence
of our learnings throughout the pilot development, exchanges with the stakeholders
and listening to the music industry needs. Tracking the success of other similar
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initiatives, and based on our own experience as a company that have been servicing
key industry players for more than a decade, we have taken a realistic and pragmatic
approach. We propose an incremental solution that can be integrated into the reality
of today’s music industry instead of a disruptive and implausible scenario with a very
high adoption barrier.
The music industry suffers from some deeply rooted pains related to the rights
management and royalty distribution that have only accentuated with the digital
transformation and the explosion of the streaming era. There have been many failed
attempts to build solutions to fix it. The most notorious has been the GRD, the Global
Repertoire Database, a joint effort of a diverse set of organizations including major
music publishers, tech companies, CMOs and international associations that was
abandoned in 2014 after 4 years of development and disputes, leaving behind a debt
of $13.7 million1. In this context, the emergence of blockchain technologies has
been identified as an opportunity to explore new approaches to the same old
problem, and dozens of initiatives have appeared with similar visions and
objectives2.
In D5.1 we selected and briefly analysed what we consider are the best three
alternatives to Bloomen Music: Blòkur, JAAK – Kord Pilot and dotBlockchain, now
renamed to Verifi Media. All of them have as the ultimate objective to create new
protocols to ensure that reliable music rights data are available whenever needed in
the value chain.
In the current paradigm, rights data reside in a myriad of databases, with plenty of
inconsistencies and partial information that needs to be fixed on each platform,
leading to important value gaps and highly inefficient royalty distributions.

1

"GRD's Failure – Music Business Journal." 2 Aug. 2015, http://www.thembj.org/2015/08/grds-failure/.
Accessed 6 Aug. 2019.
2
"Blockchain in Music Industry: Signs of the New Paradigm? - Medium." 5 Aug. 2019,
https://medium.com/paradigm-fund/blockchain-in-music-industry-signs-of-the-new-paradigm-d27aa291aea6.
Accessed 6 Aug. 2019.
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Figure 2: Two screenshots of Youtube’s Content Management System, with the song Believer, by Imagine Dragons

For example, in Figure 3, we can see how Youtube deals with ownership data for the
assets that are uploaded to their platform. Youtube has become the de facto
claiming resolution platform, where music publishers and CMOs try to maintain the
cleanest possible image of rights ownership so they can properly monetise the
assets they control or represent. Now, this same effort of claiming and dispute
resolution needs to be repeated in all other platforms that exploit the same assets.

3.2 Bloomen Music: Business Concept
This chapter describes the current and updated business concept of Bloomen Music
on the basis of the three elements in the “Working Backwards” business method.

3.2.1 Objectives of the Working Backwards Method
The pilot allows testing in a controlled environment, with a set of defined users, the
different versions of the prototype delivered within the development of the project.
In D5.1 we introduced the “Working Backwards” approach in order to describe the
way of working for Bloomen Music. The product to be built is described in a
simulated press release, together with some fictitious FAQ and key customer
questions. This approach of working backwards is taken from Amazon, in order to
quickly describe a viable MVP early in the process while ensuring the definition of a
good service/product with market orientation. Writing a press release as part of the
development process can help to easily specify the scope and goals.
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“Iterating on a press release is a lot quicker and less expensive than iterating on the
product itself.” 3
For the second phase of the pilot, BMAT produced an updated version of the three
elements, which are presented below. It is a more refined version of earlier
descriptions, reflecting new features and new insights which came out of the
evaluation with users.
For Bloomen Music, the “Working Backwards” approach has another important role
to play. It is used to describe and communicate the overall scope and direction of
the pilot application.
Key to the “Working Backwards” concept is the customer experience. It helps to
clearly define who the customers are and to provide good reasons why they will use
Bloomen Music in their workflows. The key customers and direct users of Bloomen
Music are CMOs of authors’ or master recordings’ copyrights, and music publishers.
If Bloomen Music manages to attract a group of CMOs and big players, there is a
chance that an MVP can be developed in a production-like environment.
In this second phase, the five key customer questions, the mock-up Press Release
and the FAQs have been updated as follows.

3.2.2 Key Customer Questions
The key customer questions are part of the backwards methodology to help in the
definition of the service/product in an early stage:
Who is the customer?
Key customers for Bloomen Music are CMOs, entities that collect the money of the
licences of music users (like DSPs such as Spotify) and distribute the royalties
among their members for the repertoire they represent. Other key customers are
music publishers, since they manage a big amount of musical works and they need
to register them to the different CMOs so they can collect the royalties that are due.
Finally, at one end of the value chain there are the artists and composers, who are
the main beneficiaries of the rights data being properly handled so they can be
compensated as they deserve.
For the Bloomen Music pilots we have focused on the big actors of the value chain,
the CMOs, who will play an important role in the adoption of new solutions, since
they are the ones that run the back offices for royalty distribution.
3

"Try an Internal Press Release before starting new Products - Medium." https://medium.com/bluesoft-labs/tryan-internal-press-release-before-starting-new-products-867703682934. Accessed 30 Jul. 2019.
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What is the customer problem or opportunity?
While the music industry is undergoing massive growth, the copyright industry has
been slow to adapt to the technology and business process changes, and its legacy
practices are impeding it from thriving at the speed of digital.
At the root of the challenges the copyright industry is facing, is the fact that no
efficient and modern infrastructure exists to support the growth of the IP Rights
industry in the 21st century.
Furthermore, the challenges have both operational and legal considerations. Royalty
collection is still managed at the national level, and Collective Management
Organizations play a legal role in protecting copyrights and enforcing infringements.
At the same time there is an increasing need for the industry to offer digital
streaming services with better copyright frameworks, and simpler solutions for multiterritorial licensing, in order to streamline accuracy in reporting processes and
effectively maximize monetization opportunities.
What is the most important customer benefit?
Managing and even understanding the structure of copyright ownership and
collection rights across territories is incredibly complex, expensive, and timeconsuming, because they happen in opaque and fragmented environments. Bloomen
Music proposes a decentralized directory or open ledger that provides up-to-date
transparency on ownership and collection rights of IP, becoming the single source of
truth, where rights holders can manage multi-territorial IP rights, ensuring that the
information is accurate and available in real time to any party on the value chain that
needs it.
How do you know what customers want?
The challenges facing the industry today are both systemic and structural.
Modernizing an aging legacy copyright stack with new protocols for creative works
administration requires rethinking the technological, operational, legal, and business
processes in which global trade is conducted.
BMAT works with more than 100 CMOs helping them distribute the royalties they
collect by monitoring and reporting the music usage in radios, TVs, venues and
digital platforms. We are able to tell them which music has been used, but then they
need to be able to understand who should be compensated for it. And that is a very
hard question that our customers are asking us to help them with. One of the most
challenging issues is keeping the copyright information up to date in sync with every
single platform where assets are managed or consumed. There, they often need to
resolve claim disputes in multiple platforms in cumbersome and frustrating
processes.
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What does the customer experience look like?
Bloomen Music allows the rights holders or their administrators to declare the
repertoire they control manually by the means of a user interface or by uploading a
file containing the rights data to register the ownership claims in bulk. From a user
perspective view, the mechanism is very simple, and this is the beauty of it and how
it should be. Under the hood, the blockchain layer ensures that information is
consistently propagated, that it can’t be tampered, and shared across stakeholders
which don’t need to trust each other. Users are identified and have been granted
access by the administrators of the ecosystem, which are the CMOs they are
affiliated to. As soon as the users register their rights claims, they are propagated
through the distributed ledger, and a smart contract checks if the claim is in conflict
with claims from other users. In that case, the interested parties involved are notified
so they can check their claim and modify any conflicting detail to resolve it (e.g.,
removing their claim if it was not correct, update the time span they control that
asset, change the territory of application, etc). Any change in the claim details is
registered on the blockchain, generating a shared, auditable and trustable source of
truth for all the stakeholders.

3.2.3 Mock Press Release
This mock press release is part of the backwards methodology to help in the
definition of the service/product in an early stage, but it can be also used to share
with the stakeholders and potential users the scope of the solution:

Streamlining the music rights management, globally
Bloomen releases a distributed blockchain-based platform that will contain an up-todate picture of music copyrights for Collective Management Organisations to
distribute royalties more efficiently than ever before.
Bloomen Music is an innovative solution that leverages the properties of blockchain
technologies to overcome one of the biggest pain points of the music value chain: the
management of copyright data. Any rights holder of a musical composition or a
master recording will be able to register their claims and dispute elegantly with other
interested parties any conflict that may arise, instantly sharing the information in a
secure, traceable and auditable platform that can be plugged in Collective
Management Organisations’ (CMOs) royalty distribution systems.
Whilst digital transformation has rocketed music consumption, distribution of
royalties is still slow, expensive, inaccurate, inconsistent, incomplete and opaque,
being the main inefficient bottleneck of the music industry. Some audits report that
around 25% of royalties are not paid to artists and creators, who, when they are,
receive only 10% of the initial amount. Part of the 90% overhead is due to the lack of
intelligent solutions for copyright management.
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Bloomen Music provides a solution that streamlines the whole process, from the
declaration of ownership of rights to the instant distribution of up-to-date information
to all stakeholders, including a mechanism to resolve claim conflicts between
registered interested parties on a blockchain-powered platform that brings
unprecedented improvements to current systems:







Transparency: any interested party can be part of the system and check the
status of their assets.
Trust: nobody can tamper with the statements.
Traceability: ability to check the claims an asset has received over time.
Decentralisation: no single entity owns the database; crowd-sourced
contribution.
Conflict resolution: confluence in a single view of aggregated assets that
allows conflict detection at early stages.
Efficiency: disintermediation in an interoperable solution that shares the
information across all stakeholders and integrates with their back offices.

“Music rights management has always been a rock in the shoe of the music industry.
Globalisation, digital consumption and licensing fragmentation has accentuated a
problem that is not only technical but also political and about governance.
Stakeholders are still reluctant to open data to third parties. Bloomen Music opens the
door to finally overcome those issues since it can operate efficiently in a context of
distrust“.
– Gonçal Calvo, Head of Innovation, BMAT (Spain).
BMAT has already tested the solution with the data from the right management
platform they provide to CMOs from all around the World, and it is open for further
pilots with other stakeholders.
“We have serious problems when we need to synchronise our copyright database with
other CMOs. The fact that we don’t share a common platform makes it really difficult
for royalties to flow between societies. Bloomen Music is a paradigm shift that will
revolutionise the royalty distribution processes, lowering overheads and maximising
revenues for our creators”.
– Christoph Bergman, Deputy Head of Distribution Mechanicals, Online and
International Royalties, AGAV (Germany)
Bloomen Music is available now for a limited number of test users. The next iteration
of the platform will launch early next June 2020 and it will be available to CMOs of any
size. If you want to participate, contact bloomen_music@bmat.com.
3.2.4 Frequently Asked Questions
This mock FAQ is part of the backwards methodology to help in the definition of the
service/product in an early stage, but it can be also used to clarify with the
stakeholders and potential users the common questions that the solution poses:
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Bloomen Music: FAQ
Q: I am a songwriter. How can I register my claims into Bloomen Music?
A: You need to be affiliated to a participant CMO to be able to register your claims
into Bloomen Music. If your CMO is part of Bloomen Music, just download the app
from the app store, create an account and indicate the CMO you are affiliated to.
Your CMO will verify your identity and it will grant you access to the system.
Q: I want to claim some ownership over a musical work, but I don’t find it in the
platform. How can I add the missing work?
A: In the current version of the platform there is no option for end users to create
new assets, although this feature will be included in future releases. The repertoire is
managed by the administering CMOs. Get in touch with your CMO if your work is not
loaded into the platform.
Q: What happens if somebody claims an asset that does not belong to them?
A: The system allows any authorised user to make claims to any asset of the
platform as long as their CMO has given access to it. Any action is registered in the
blockchain and is linked to the account of the user. If the asset had other claims
sharing the same use type, territory and period, the owners of those claims will be
notified. If the sum of the splits is greater than 100%, a conflict resolution protocol
will be triggered for the affected parties in order to agree on the actual splits and edit
their claims.
Q: What if there is a rights dispute but the parties do not come to an agreement?
A: Most of the rights disputes can be solved in good faith, but if there is no
agreement, and if the conflicting parties are affiliated to the same CMO, the CMO can
mediate and settle the dispute. If the parties are affiliated to different CMOs, the
CMOs will need to resolve the conflict. It is not different from what happens
currently, but now any action will be registered and traceable in the system. A
reputation mechanism will be put in place in next iterations so misbehaving parties
will lose reputation and it will be more difficult for them to register new claims in the
future.
Q: I control thousands of musical compositions, if I want to use Bloomen Music, do I
have to register a claim manually on the user interface?
A: No, Bloomen Music allows a user to upload a CSV file with multiple rights claims
so they can be inserted in bulk, avoiding the need to manually filling a form for each
in the user interface.

3.3 The Environment
The solution considered for the Bloomen music use case was outlined in the
deliverable D2.1 and its analysis of requirements was shared in the deliverable D2.2.
From that initial material, the technical partners had been working on the technology
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that made possible a first version of the software supporting the use case. After the
early feedback based on the first phase of the pilot, reported in the deliverable D5.1,
a second iteration has led to the development of the environment on which we have
run the tests that we report in the current document. The central piece of Bloomen
Music is a desktop application called Decentralized Rights Management App, which
offers a user-friendly interface to interact with the system, while connecting with the
back end services of the Bloomen inner layers. Next to it, the Bloomen Adapter of
Kendraio’s web application offers a user interface for the Bloomen API which lets us
manage the repertoire of musical assets for the tests.
3.3.1 The Decentralized Rights Management App
The user of the pilot interacts with a desktop application (Windows, Linux or macOS)
where a proper environment has been previously set: a number of CMOs as
administrators, some CMO members, some users, and a repertoire of assets to test
with.
The first version of the application was developed by Worldline based on the
specifications from the pre-pilot phases. The initial version of the software was
described in the deliverable D3.2 (Blockchain transactions and payment basic
services - 2st cycle). The User Manual of the application can be found on DEMO 1,
Chapter 3, of that document.

Figure 3: Screenshot of Decentralized Rights Management desktop application

Based on the feedback received from the first phase of the pilot, ICCS/NTUA has
developed a second version of the application, adding some more functionalities and
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improvements that were needed to cover some important facets of the use case.
The details on the newer version have been reported in the deliverable D3.3
(Blockchain transactions and payment basic services - 3rd cycle), under DEMO 3,
Chapter 4.
More than 60 issues have been addressed in the development of the new version of
the application, if we count bug fixes, improvements and new features, although the
most relevant changes have come from the implementation of the following four
user stories:





USDCR01 - As a user I want to have conflict resolution through blockchain.
USDCR02 - As a user I want to upload claims in batch with a CSV file.
USDCR03 - Utilization of more than one CMO account.
USDCR04 - As a user I want to retrieve data from the Bloomen API.

Figure 4: Music use case user roles

The application supports two different types of users depending on their role,
according to the definition of the use case:


Collective Management Organization users:
o These have administration powers and they can create members
(their affiliates) and accept or reject the admin users of such
members.
o They can set which is the repertoire that their members can work
with in the app.
o They can assign credit to each member to operate.
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Member users:
o Those are users that belong to a member of the CMO.
o They can register right claims.
o They can update their right claims in order to resolve right disputes.
o Some member users can have admin powers within their domain,
so they can accept or reject new users acting on their behalf.

3.3.2 The Bloomen API and Kendraio’s Bloomen Adapter
Besides improving and expanding the capabilities of the Decentralization Rights
Management App, during the second half of the pilot of Bloomen Music, we have
worked on integrating other pieces of the Bloomen ecosystem in order to be able to
manage the different catalogues of assets to be used in the pilots.
In the first version of Bloomen Music, the repertoire that used the tool was preloaded
using a database not connected to the Bloomen platform. For the second iteration,
ATC has extended the back end of the Bloomen platform and its API to give support
to music repertoire management, allowing several actions such as upload, edit,
delete, search or bulk upload of assets. At the same time, the data model has been
adapted to allow the coexistence of several repertoire collections so we could set up
separate environments for different pilot tests. The technical description of the
Bloomen web platform and its API can be found in D4.2 (Bloomen Web platform and
service end-points - 2nd cycle).
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Figure 5: The API endpoints for the repertoire management in Bloomen

In order to allow the administrators of the pilots to manage the repertoire from a UI,
Kendraio has developed the Bloomen Adapter for their open platform. Authenticated
users can interact with the Bloomen off-chain back end services where the repertoire
database is hosted in an intuitive way form a web portal. With it, the user can easily
import thousands of musical works or sound recordings in bulk by uploading a CSV
file containing the necessary metadata. The description of the Kendraio UI is
included in the deliverable D3.9 (Copyright management, preservation and
monitoring - 3rd cycle).
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Figure 6: Bulk import workflow from the Bloomen Adapter

3.3.3 Summary of Features
During the definition of the music use case, a series of activities were identified, as
reflected and detailed in the deliverable D2.2. This is the complete list of use cases
that we wanted to cover:
Activity 1 - User Registration
 UC-MUSIC-1: Register a user through a Collective Management Organization
(CMO)
Activity 2 – Registration of Musical Assets
 UC-MUSIC-2: Register Sound Recording or Musical Work
 UC-MUSIC-3: Register Sound Recording or Musical Work in batches
Activity 3 - Search of Musical Assets
 UC-MUSIC-4: Search assets
Activity 4 – Addition or Modification of Metadata and Entity Resolution
 UC-MUSIC-5: Edit core metadata of a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-6: Request edit of core metadata of a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-7: Link musical assets
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 UC-MUSIC-8: Merge duplicate musical assets
Activity 5 – Claiming of Musical Assets
 UC-MUSIC-9: Claim rights over a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-10: Claim rights over a musical asset in batch
Activity 6 – Conflict Resolution
 UC-MUSIC-11: Resolve claim conflicts
From the full list of use cases, the first release of the platform focused on the most
essential ones, which were tested during the first phase of the pilot and reported in
the deliverable D5.1. The second iteration of developments has expanded the
capabilities of Bloomen Music, covering some more use cases. On the other hand,
there are some use cases, mainly related to Activity 4 (Addition or Modification of
Metadata and Entity Resolution) which have not been implemented, so they could
not be tested. The technical partners have prioritized resources to focus on Activity
5, which contains the core functionalities of the Decentralized Rights Management
app. Finally, the activities of registration or edition of musical assets have not been
implemented on top of the blockchain layer, since it was considered that it did not
added value to the proposal. These activities are technically covered using a
common database system, making it not interesting to include them among the
activities to test in the pilot assessments.
Use Case
UC-MUSIC-1

Title
Register a user through a CMO

1st iteration

2nd iteration

Comment

UC-MUSIC-2

Register Sound Recording or Musical Work

off-chain

UC-MUSIC-3

off-chain

UC-MUSIC-4

Register Sound Recording or Musical Work
in batches
Search assets

UC-MUSIC-5

Edit core metadata of a musical asset

off-chain

UC-MUSIC-6
UC-MUSIC-7

Request edit of core metadata of a musical
asset
Link musical assets

UC-MUSIC-8

Merge duplicate musical assets

UC-MUSIC-9

Claim rights over a musical asset

UC-MUSIC-10

Claim rights over a musical asset in batch

UC-MUSIC-11

Resolve claim conflicts

improved
in
2nd iteration
improved
in
2nd iteration

Table 1: Use cases covered in the 1st and 2nd iterations of Bloomen Music
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4 Evaluation Methodology
This chapter describes the pilot plan, the definition of the type of users that have
been considered to gather requirements, test the prototypes and get feedback from,
as well as the strategy for an evaluation of the solution.

4.1 Pilot Plan
In the initial report, D5.1, we included a plan describing the different phases that we
were following to carry out the pilot of the music use case. During the second half of
the pilot, we have been progressing along the different phases in parallel with the
developments of the software available for testing. This is the updated status of the
pilot plan:
Phase 1: Pre-pilot and initial evaluation of requirements. DONE
BMAT validates and tests the first deliverable provided by the technical partners.
BMAT defines the strategy to run all the pilot phases. Specific steps: BMAT and
Worldline produce extensive descriptions of user roles and activities in D2.1 and
D2.2. Worldline develops a first version as a demonstrator.
Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs and user’s requirements. DONE
BMAT recruits stakeholders and provides feedback to technical partners from both
stakeholders and their own technical experts about prototypes developed. Specific
steps: ICCS/NTUA, Kendraio and ATC expand the demonstrator to address the
feedback from users.
Phase 3: CMOs/users set-up. DONE
BMAT trains stakeholders involved to start running the pilot. Prototype will be
deployed and properly configured. Specific steps: BMAT prepares the environment to
run the pilots, including the set-up of the users and the data needed for the tests.
Phase 4: Pilot monitoring. ONGOING
Users participate in the platform. BMAT monitors the execution of the pilot. BMAT
gets feedback and collects data to measure the impact. Iteration on phases 2 to 4.
Phase 5: Pilot evaluation. SCHEDULED
Analysis of all feedback across phases and summary of collected data. Final
strategic results analysis will be presented in the final evaluation deliverable and the
review of the project.

4.2 The Stakeholders
Bloomen Music is a solution that seeks to improve the current value chain thanks to
novel approaches that blockchain technologies make possible. It is about unblocking
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and overcoming one of the biggest pain points of the music industry and less about
coming up with a completely disruptive solution – such as end to end music
consumption – that would work on a theoretical level but it would be far from how
the industry actually works in reality.
If we want Bloomen Music to have an important impact, we need it to help solve a
real use case, one that has immediate application, and that it can be integrated
easily as an incremental solution in the complex world of the music business and
their main stakeholders.
4.2.1 Stakeholder Profiles
In order to achieve that, we have defined the different types of stakeholders that are
interested in the solution:
Creators:
 Composers, Authors, Arrangers, Adaptors… of a musical work
 Interested parties of a musical work
 Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding correct
rightsholder information
Publishers:
 Original Publishers, Sub-publishers, Administrators… of a musical work
 Interested parties of a musical work
 Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding correct
rightsholder information
Performers:
 Contributors in the sound recording of a musical work
 Interested parties of a sound recording
 Affiliated to a participant Neighbouring Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding correct
rightsholder information
Producers:
 Owners or licensees of a sound recording
 Interested parties of a sound recording
 Affiliated to a participant Neighbouring Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding correct
rightsholder information
CMOs (Authors’ Rights, Neighbouring Rights):
 Collective Management Organisations
 Act as gatekeepers, identifying their affiliates
 Use the data in the blockchain to manage the rights of their affiliates
 They manage the royalty distribution generated by the use of the musical
assets, so they need a complete repository of correct rights holder
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information for the assets they are controlling in the most cost-effective
possible way
Third Party Companies (e.g. BMAT):
 They provide services and solutions to all stakeholders of the music industry
 They can operate B2C or B2B
 They bring new technologies to the music industry to increase efficiency,
transparency and fairness
From the list of stakeholders, the first four are affiliates of complex entities,
Collective Management Organisations. Although all of them benefit from the system,
CMOs are the primary target of Bloomen Music. Their interest is to run the royalty
distribution as efficiently as possible in order to stay competitive. Third party
companies that provide services to CMOs are also a primary target, as they are the
ones that build technical solutions for them.
The stakeholders defined above would map in the following way with the user roles
of Bloomen Music, according to the users described in section 3.3.1 (The
Decentralized Rights Management App):




Collective Management Organization users: CMO staff.
Member users: Creators, Publishers, Performers, Producers.
BMAT as a Third Party Company would play a role in providing them the
solution, setting up the system and maintaining the service.

4.2.2 Contact Strategies
In the initial report we explained how BMAT followed different communication
strategies to create awareness on the project and engage relevant stakeholders in
the music industry to validate the solution around Bloomen Music. They can be
summarized in three powerful actions: the organization of a panel on the topic of
Bloomen at BMAT’s biennial congress, SUMMUS, Barcelona Music Summit4; the
publication in BMAT’s newsletter and social networks of an invitation to take part in
the initiative; and our presence in Sónar+D 2019 for 3 full days at a booth of the
SónarHub section presenting the project.
Those actions allowed us to connect with potential users of Bloomen Music, present
them our work and understand their needs to design a valuable solution. We
followed up with the contacts by email, video conference and physically when
possible to deep into further details of the project, understand their needs to design
a valuable solution and discuss ways in which they could participate in the pilot
phase.
In the second half of the pilot we kept having valuable exchanges with stakeholders
that are exploring blockchain-based solutions in the music domain and have shown
4

"Summus 2018." https://summusbarcelona.org/2018-en/. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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interest in Bloomen, while performing actions to provide both Bloomen and BMAT
with visibility in the space where music and blockchain intersect. We can highlight a
couple of those actions:
We have been in close contact with ACCS, the Association of Caribbean Copyright
Societies, exploring how blockchain-based solutions can help with their use cases
and invited us to present our solutions at the Blockchain Innovation Initiative 5,
organized by Compete Caribbean, a private sector development program that works
in the region. We had the opportunity to share a panel moderated by the InterAmerican Development Bank with ACCS as the problem owner and other two
relevant companies on the blockchain space, Emerge and Consensys, which was
streamed live on Facebook, with more than 1.000 views one week after the event.

Figure 7: The panel Intellectual Property panel at the Blockchain Innovation Initiative organized by Compete
Caribbean

Figure 8: The Virtual Pitch where we presented Bloomen at the Blockchain Innovation Initiative
5

"Blockchain Innovation Initiative - Virtual Pitch Event." https://www.competecaribbean.org/block-chaininnovation-initiative-virtual-pitching-event/. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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The other action worth mentioning is the partnership with Revelator, a music
business administration platform, and Teosto, the Finnish authors’ rights society to
run a PoC to demonstrate that with blockchain-based technologies music royalties
can be paid within hours instead of months or years as it is currently the norm6. The
solution used the artist wallets and smart contracts in Revelator’s platform, the
copyright data from Teosto’s affiliates and the radio monitoring service from BMAT.
Even if the technology used for this PoC was not developed in the Bloomen project,
the announcement of the success of such initiative was featured in important
industry news portals and has caught the attention of important music industry
actors, from top-tier CMOs to major music publishers, and it will let us continue
exploring how this technology can be applied to improve their processes.

6

“Blockchain Powered Initiative Pays Musicians In Two Hours Rather Than Two Years.”
https://www.forbes.com/sites/georgehoward/2020/05/29/blockchain-powered-initiative-pays-musicians-in-twohours-rather-than-two-years/. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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Figure 9: : Snippets of Revelator’s website with information about the fast royalty payments case study

4.3 Type and Number of Users for the Pilot
The phases of the pilot plan, as described in section 4.1, can be divided into two
main stages:
The first one includes the first two phases of the pilot plan:
Phase 1: Pre-pilot and initial evaluation of requirements.
Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs and user’s requirements.
The second stage covers the next two phases:
Phase 3: CMOs/users set-up.
Phase 4: Pilot monitoring.
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The first stage of the pilot was covered in the initial report, D5.1, and had to cover
two important aspects:
On the one hand, the first refinement of the initial solution that was defined during
the earlier stages of the project as reported in D2.1 and D2.2. In order to do that we
needed to engage with a small number of stakeholders, present them the solution
and open a discussion.
On the other hand, to set a minimal dataset to load into the first release of the
prototype, enough to experiment with the functionalities of the application.
The most indicated type of users for the first task were CMO representatives. They
have a deep knowledge of what the current workflow of copyrights is like and what
are the main rocks and bottlenecks. We engaged with 9 CMO representatives at that
stage of the project, and we held conversations with other types of stakeholders,
such as record labels, music publishers, or music services companies.
Regarding the second task, BMAT has access to an internal metadata database of
musical works and sound recordings enough to test the first functionalities. BMAT is
an important potential client of Bloomen itself.
For the second stage of the pilot, the one that is the object of this final report,
feedback from BMAT users and experts is still useful and meaningful when
analysing the technical and functional aspects, but we have introduced in the mix of
users staff and affiliates from participant CMOs, which helps us validate other
aspects of the solution like its user perception and acceptance.
In order to do an in-depth analysis of the solution, we have been focusing on a
specific use case that solves a real life problem of a CMO, and we have been
following up business and technical discussions with two other CMOs and a music
service provider.

4.4 Users Recruitment
In the initial report we included the list of users BMAT has been in contact with on
the first stage of the pilot:
Role
CTO
Regional Director
Innovation Manager
Innovation Manager
Music Department
Director

Organisation
SGAE
SGAE
TEOSTO
APRA AMCOS
SIAE

Type
CMO
CMO
CMO
CMO
CMO
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Spain
Spain
Finland
Australia
Italy
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Manager Business
Development
CEO
Deputy Head of
Distribution
Mechanicals, Online and
International Royalties
Product Manager,
Member Digital
Products
CIO Recorded Music
Director
CEO

BUMA/STEMRA

CMO

Netherlands

COSCAP
GEMA

CMO
CMO

Barbados
Germany

SOCAN

CMO

Canada

Warner Music
Konga Music
Mind Your Rights

United States
Spain
Finland

Managing Partner

Toxity Group

Associate Director,
Rights Management
CTO

The Orchard

CEO

BMAT

Record Label
Music Publisher
Music Services
Company
Music Services
Company
Music Services
Company
Music Services
Company
Music Services
Company

SonoSuite

Bulgaria
United States
Spain
Spain

Table 2: List of stakeholders in contact for the use case

Names have been omitted to preserve some privacy.

For the second stage of the pilot, we have shortlisted the initial list of contacts in
order to focus on analysing how well the solution solved an existing problem that fits
very good the scope of Bloomen Music and its purpose: master ownership rights
management for distribution of royalties generated by the private copying levy in
Italy7.
In Italy, the private copying levy – a government-mandated scheme in which a
special tax or levy is charged on purchases of recordable media – is managed by
SIAE, the Italian copyright collecting agency. SIAE collects the money for this tax and
needs to distribute it among the administrators of the rights holders, splitting it
according to their market share on the media. BMAT services SIAE to help them
estimate these market shares from two type of inputs: the usages of each song in
the media and the ownership information of those songs. BMAT obtains the music
usages from its music monitoring platforms, and loads the data into an ad-hoc
system for copyright claiming called DIG-IT. This platform offers similar
functionalities to those of the Decentralized Rights Management application, but
based on a traditional database system: the users can log in, search the repertoire,
claim their ownership and solve the disputes on the system. Once the claiming
period is closed, the market share can be calculated and SIAE can distribute the
collected levy. In the case of DIG-IT, the users are the six collective management
organisations that manage the Italian neighbouring rights’ revenues.

7

“Private Copy.” https://www.siae.it/en/utilizzatori/other-services-stickers-certifications-data-andstatistics/private-copy/private-copy. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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For the pilot, BMAT has worked with SIAE and the neighbouring rights’ CMOs to
replicate the relevant parts of the processes in DIG-IT on the Decentralized Rights
Management app.

Figure 10: A screenshot of DIG-IT, BMAT’s rights claiming platform

Apart from working on the use case for SIAE, BMAT has been demonstrating the
Decentralized Rights Management application to TEOSTO, the Finnish CMO, with the
goal of testing it with real data from their repertoire documentation, taking
advantage of the fact that Kendraio will be building a UI integration of their API.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, non-essential projects like their
participation on this pilot have been reprioritized and we could not perform the tests
beyond basic demonstrations. We will follow up on the last months of the project to
check the feasibility of these tests.
Moreover, BMAT has been exchanging experiences with COSCAP, the CMO from
Barbados, and ACCS, the consortium of CMOs in the Caribbean they belong to. They
are CMOs with few resources and little staff, so no real hands-on test could be done,
but we wanted to validate our approaches from a business perspective related to the
specific needs of small-sized societies like them, which lack advanced systems for
their music licensing and royalty distribution processes. Bloomen Music could
contribute as a piece integrated in their back office systems for the rights
management of their documentation.
Finally, the partnership with Revelator for the PoC described in section 4.2.2 has led
to fruitful discussions with them to understand how their platform could benefit from
a solution for claiming and conflict resolution like the one offered in Bloomen Music.
Even though there have been no integration tests with their platform we have set the
basis for possible future collaborations.
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4.5 Evaluation Objectives and Approach
The pilot tests have as an objective to:
 Test the Bloomen platform where the Bloomen Music app runs
 Test the software of the Bloomen Music prototype app
 Test the functionalities included in the first release of the prototype
 Validate the approach with stakeholders from a technical and business
perspective
 Get feedback and gain insights for new features and functionalities to be
added in the next release of the prototype
 Offer stakeholders the platform to test the solution
Differently from a product that is addressed to end users, or the public at large,
Bloomen Music needs to be evaluated by experts in the music industry that have
been involved in the complex workflows of the music rights management in order to
be able to validate the solution from a business point of view and from a technical
side as well. That is the reason why we have taken the approach of testing the
solution with the support of collective management organizations and technology
experts.
In the first stage of the pilot, the goal has been to validate requirements and the
business approach. This has been done by having in-depth discussions with the
users we have recruited with our contact strategies, as reported in D5.1.
In the second stage of the pilot, the focus has been on testing the features of the
platform by performing hands-on experiments with real data, and get results both at
qualitative and quantitative levels. The agile approach for the execution of the
second iteration of developments of Bloomen Music has made possible to evaluate
results regularly to add incremental improvements based on periodical reviews,
allowing as well to fix issues at an early stage.
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5 Pilot Operation
The second stage of the pilot for the music industry use case has as an objective to
evaluate the tools implemented for Bloomen Music in the second iteration of
developments. As a test case, BMAT has selected the management of master
ownership rights for distribution of royalties generated by the private copying levy in
Italy, using our experience with DIG-IT, the platform currently used. In this section we
will detail the different steps that have been needed to prepare and execute the pilot
tests.

5.1 Preparatory work
The second iteration of the pilot was based on the work done in the initial phase. The
feedback collected from the first steps have been used to improve the prototype.
5.1.1 The Data Model
For the second iteration of Bloomen Music, we could reuse the same minimum data
model that was defined in the first stage of the pilot. In addition, the small test
dataset that was prepared for the initial tests could be reused to check the
functionalities of the second prototype.
The data model includes the necessary metadata to describe a musical work, a
sound recording and the rights claims for both entities.
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Figure 11: The minimum data model defined for the first prototype

The small dataset includes some musical works and sound recordings, enough to
test the functionalities of the prototype with real data.
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Figure 12: Some excerpts of the small dataset prepared for the prototype

5.1.2 The Discovery Sessions
Since ICCS/NTUA was in charge of the developments of the second version of the
Decentralized Rights Management app, BMAT and ICCS had discovery sessions,
both physically in Athens and on-line, in order to explain to the tech partner the new
features that Bloomen Music should support based on the feedback from the tests
on the first version, creating a prioritized backlog of features.
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Figure 13: Screenshots of the first version of the desktop application

5.1.3 Testing the Prototype
When the first version of the new prototype had been ready, ICCS/NTUA has given a
workshop on the tool to walk BMAT through the app. BMAT has then tested and
examined the software, checking one by one all the features included in the release.
In order to do so, the users have downloaded and installed the desktop application
on their computers. The system was preloaded with a small repertoire of musical
works and sound recordings and a super admin user to be able to onboard new
users onto the system. Then, the testers have created their users assigning to them
the different types of roles of the system (CMO admin, CMO member admin and
CMO member user) to be able to test the functionalities from each side of the
solution.

Figure 14: Kanban board in Trello used to manage the developments for the music use case
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BMAT and ICCS/NTUA have established regular biweekly sprint meetings throughout
the whole second stage of the pilot for a continued development to present the
improvements, deliver feedback and report bugs, and prioritize the issues in the
backlog for the next sprint of developments.
Kendraio and ATC have been also involved in the process in order to provide the
functionalities for the repertoire management on the Bloomen platform.

5.2 Preparing the Environment
Once the platform was mature enough, we started to prepare the environment to
perform the tests.
5.2.1 Creation of the Members and Users
ICCS/NTUA has the command-line tools to create the first super admin of the
platform from which we can set up the environment.
With the latest version of the desktop application installed (available for Linux,
macOs and Windows), we can log in as the super admin and create the members
that will participate in the system. The members are the participant entities the users
of the application will act on behalf of. For the PoC with SIAE we create 6 members,
the neighbouring rights societies in Italy. A user from SIAE will have super admin
privileges to be able to manage the members.

Figure 15: Creating new members on the Decentralized Rights Management app
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Figure 16: The members for the PoC with SIAE

Now that the members are created, any user with access to the desktop app is able
to request becoming a participant of Bloomen Music, under any of the existing
members:

Figure 17: The registration form. A user requests to be added to an existing member, and waits to be approved by
the admin of their member

Then, the user waits for approval by the admin of the member, who will receive a
notification in their inbox. If the user is requesting to become an admin user of the
member, the super admin of the system can accept their request as well:
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Figure 18: The admin or the super admin will receive a notification to approve or reject the new user

For the PoC with SIAE we have created just one admin user per member, enough to
interact with the system from all members of the PoC, a member can contain as
many users as needed.
Bloomen Music leans on the rich organisational structure of the music industry
around CMOs to overcome some of the difficulties that the use case poses, such as
identity management and incentivisation for truthful and honest behaviours. In this
public permissioned environment, the users are affiliates of the CMOs participating
in the music consortium. This comes at the price of losing some decentralisation, in
exchange for building a reliable solution.
5.2.2 Obtaining the Working Dataset
The tests for the pilot have been run on the collection of sound recordings that have
had some usage in Italy during a certain period of time. We have compiled from
BMAT’s music monitoring system the list of unique sound recordings with activity in
2017. From that list we have prepared 2 different datasets in CSV format, with the
relevant metadata according to the model defined in the preparatory work. The first
dataset, called digit100, contains the sound recordings that have had at least 100
uses in the media during the period considered, and it contains 43.667 assets. The
second and bigger dataset, called digit1, with a total of 1.464.938 assets, includes
the sound recordings that had been used in the media at least once during 2017.
5.2.3 Loading the Working Dataset
Next step has been registering all the assets of the working repertoire in the
Bloomen platform. To do so, we have used the UI provided by Kendraio with the help
of the bulk import workflow of the Bloomen Adapter. The web-based tool allows the
user to upload a CSV with the collection of assets, preload it onto the app and import
the parsed assets into the Bloomen platform by submitting the selected items.
We have been able to complete the bulk import workflow successfully for the smaller
dataset digit100, but for the bigger one, digit1, we needed to get the help of ATC to
upload it directly from the back end.
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Figure 19: The super admin can choose which collections of assets their members are able to work with

Once available in the platform, the super admin of the Decentralized Rights
Management app can assign from the settings the dataset or datasets of repertoire
the members and their users are able to work with.
5.2.4 Obtaining the Rights Claims
One very interesting aspect of the PoC with SIAE is that we can leverage the right
claims information managed by DIG-IT, BMAT’s rights management platform, to test
some of the features of the Decentralized Rights Management app.
We have prepared 6 datasets of claims coming from DIG-IT, one for each of the
members registered in the new environment. We have taken the claims pointing to
assets that have had at least 100 plays in 2017. The resulting datasets have a varied
amount of claims, depending on the member they belong to, ranging from 73 to
57,501 rows.

5.3 Executing the Tests
Once the environment was properly set up, it was time to evaluate the platform. We
simulated a claiming period exercise for the calculation of the market share,
necessary to distribute the money collected in Italy from the private copying levy.
Each member had a user and from their session the user could:


Search/browse the assets registered in the visible collections
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Figure 20: The repertoire tab to search and browse assets



Register a claim for a selected asset
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Figure 21: Registering a claim



Check the list of their claims registered in Bloomen Music, and their status

Figure 22: Checking the claims of my member



Receive a notification when the system detects there is a conflict with claims
from another member
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Figure 23: The inbox for notifications



Update or delete a claim in order to fix an erroneous claim and resolved a
dispute

Figure 24: Deleting a claim for my member



Register claims in bulk by uploading a CSV file
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Figure 25: Uploading claim for my member in bulk

The tests have covered all aspects of the tool to gather feedback both on business
and technical acceptance. Since the developments have been planned in periodic
sprints, the software has been improving after each session of tests.
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6 Results
Throughout the first half of the project we had the opportunity to interact and
discuss with music industry professionals to learn how the copyrights chain could be
improved, which were other relevant similar initiatives, and what was the best
approach for an effective solution, as reflected in this same section of the initial
report, D5.1. The results in the current report reflect the feedback after the execution
of the tests of the Decentralized Rights Management app. The upcoming deliverable
D5.7 will contain further conclusions on the evaluation of Bloomen Music.

6.1 Features of Bloomen Music
In this section we will evaluate the features available in Bloomen Music. The list of
features was summarized in section 3.3.3. Some of the sub-activities planned
originally are not supported in the current stage of the solution and they will be
commented on in the next section.
6.1.1 Activity 1 – User Registration
The user registration workflow of Bloomen Music has been simplified to give the
necessary support for the pilot operations, without going deep into KYC workflows
that are available for the other use cases of the project. The only sub-activity under
this activity is:
 UC-MUSIC-1: Register a user through a Collective Management Organization
(CMO)
Since the music industry use case focuses on servicing CMOs and their affiliates,
and CMOs have already ways to verify the identity on their onboarding workflows, we
consider that the current functionality covers the basic needs for a pilot test. It could
be extended and improved by verifying the account with information of the user
which is stored in the CMO’s user management system.
6.1.2 Activity 2 – Registration of Musical Assets
This activity covers the registration of the repertoire the users can interact. It
consists in two sub-activities:
 UC-MUSIC-2: Register Sound Recording or Musical Work
 UC-MUSIC-3: Register Sound Recording or Musical Work in batches
The original purpose was to store in the distributed ledger the assets (identified by
their metadata description). Finally, the assets are stored off-chain in a support
database. This simplifies the use case but introduces certain vulnerabilities, since
the assets are not under the secured protection that the properties of blockchain
offer. In order to reduce the risk, to identify the assets in the blockchain we have
used international standard codes: ISRC for the sound recordings and ISWC for the
musical works. This way, if the information is lost, it can be recovered by using the
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standard identifiers, while the business information, rights claims data, is safe stored
on-chain.
A CMO manages millions of assets, so it is not practical to register them manually
through a user interface. UC-MUSIC-3 was defined to allow the user to upload large
amounts of repertoire in bulk. We have tested this feature by uploading the two
datasets we prepared for the PoC with SIAE. The smaller dataset, digit100, which
contained 43.667 assets, was uploaded through the Kendraio app using the bulk
import workflow of the Bloomen Adapter that interacts with the Bloomen API. The
bigger dataset, digit1, with 1.464.938 assets, could not be loaded the same way
because it was too big for the API capacity, so it had to be loaded directly on the
back end. This is something that should be improved at a production level.
6.1.3 Activity 3 – Search of Musical Assets
This activity consists in a single action:
 UC-MUSIC-4: Search assets
The collections of assets made available for the members of the set-up environment
can be explored with a simple full-text search box, which allows the user to get all
the results matching with the input string. The feature works correctly, although the
performance should be improved for a better UX, since the response times degraded
significantly when the repertoire database reached a production size.
6.1.4 Activity 4 – Addition or Modification of Metadata and Entity Resolution
The Activity 4 entails the actions for asset management, in detail:
 UC-MUSIC-5: Edit core metadata of a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-6: Request edit of core metadata of a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-7: Link musical assets
 UC-MUSIC-8: Merge duplicate musical assets
From all the 4 sub-activities, only UC-MUSIC-5 is supported in the current version of
Bloomen Music, and it happens off-chain in the database of the Bloomen platform,
through the Bloomen API or the help of the UI from Kendraio. The objective of this
activity was to support asset management on the blockchain, especially the subactivity UC-MUSIC-7, since links between assets are very valuable in the music value
chain. The links bridge the gap between the sound recordings consumed in the
music platforms or broadcasted in the media and the musical work used in the
recording, for which the composers must be compensated. These links are often
missing or mismatched on the systems used for royalty distribution. The original
ambition of Bloomen Music was to support blockchain-based workflows to register
tamper-proof agreements on the link between sound recording and musical
composition, but the focus of the current version of Bloomen Music has orbited
rights claiming management.
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6.1.5 Activity 5 – Claiming of Musical Assets
This activity is the core activity of Bloomen Music, since it allows the users
registering in a distributed ledger the rights claims of the music assets. It entails two
sub-activities:
 UC-MUSIC-9: Claim rights over a musical asset
 UC-MUSIC-10: Claim rights over a musical asset in batch
The user interface allows registering the rights for any available asset for the user
manually by uploading a CSV file with as many lines of claims as needed for bulk
processing. The user can also update or delete a claim. The features work as
expected, and it takes around 2 seconds to register (or edit) each claim, since it
needs to write this information in the blockchain. One issue was detected, related to
the fact that in the bulk insert of claims, the Decentralized Rights Management app
manages this process on the front end side, meaning that the app needs to be up
and running during the whole process, and connected with the back end. A batch of
some thousands of claims like the ones used in the PoC with SIAE take from hours
to days to be processed, depending on the size. The bulk upload of claims should be
managed from the back end with a queueing system.
6.1.6 Activity 6 – Conflict Resolution
The last activity covered by the Bloomen Music pilot, deals with the management of
rights disputes:
 UC-MUSIC-11: Resolve claim conflicts
This feature makes use of a smart contract which computes the overlap of certain
parameters of all rights claimed for each asset. For example, if the total share for a
given right type is greater than 100% for the same territory and time period, the smart
contract would detect the conflict and mark the claims in conflict so the owners
would be notified of the situation.
After some iterations the feature worked as expected, detecting the claim conflicts
in all situations. This activity should be completed by adding new sub-activities
addressing the incentive scheme to manage and resolve open disputes.

6.2 Improvements and Additions
This section focuses on the improvements and new features that should be added to
Bloomen Music to reach a status where it could be used as MVP that could be used
in a production environment, beyond the points of improvement detected when
reviewing the supported features in section 6.1.
6.2.1 Scalability
The most crucial element of improvement is the scalability of the solution. When
tested with small datasets, the Decentralized Rights Management app works fine,
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but the platform can’t handle properly the amount of claims that are commonly
managed on a back office system of a CMO, in the order of millions.
One of the reasons behind this limitation seems to be the fact that in the current
architecture of the solution there is a single smart contract which manages all the
claims to compute the conflicts.
6.2.2 Advanced Queries on Claims
From a business point of view, it is crucial that the user can search and filter the
claims on the platform. In the current version of Bloomen Music, the claims can only
be listed but it is not possible to perform any kind of search. For example, a user
should be able to get the claims in conflict for a given time frame, on a given
territory, for a given right type.
On the current version, all queries are performed directly reading from the ledger,
which makes it not possible to perform any advanced query. It would be ideal to
have a support indexed database in synchronization with the data stored in the
blockchain to be able to perform such advanced queries.
6.2.3 Incentive and Reputation Management
The current solution lacks a mechanism to reward users which contribute positively
with high quality data, and penalises misbehaviours. Such a mechanism would
increase the confidence on the quality of the data managed by the platform,
preventing by design the misuse of the platform, like for example the case in which
users would generate conflicts systematically by claiming assets that do not belong
to them.
Here there is a proposal for such a mechanism:
One user must gain credits by acknowledging rights of other rights holders for a set
of musical assets. Whenever a user wants to claim rights of an asset, they use a
credit, one per claim registered. Whenever there is a dispute they need another credit
to propose a new claim to reach a consensus. As well as credits, they gain
reputation as long as their acknowledgments are agreed by a number N of other
users. Reputation is useful to have more weight for the disputes solving with the
following algorithm: ∑Xi > 100% then an automatic proposal try to fit all Xi claims
according to the reputation of their owners (more reputation, the less change, and
less reputation, the more change). If it is still not working, then the asset is on display
to receive acknowledgements and then the final claims will be used to update
reputations by enhancing reputation to those aligned and reducing it to the outliers.
The trick is to get the proper UX and use the consensus game like ESP game
(precedent of Captcha) for images. Blockchain here is to secure all
acknowledgements and reputation management to be untampered and immutable
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so that there is no self-interested mismanagement of data to alter results of the
algorithms, and auditable at all times.
6.2.4 Migration Tool
During the tests run on the pilot, there have been several development cycles to
improve the software. Every time that the code of the smart contracts needed to be
upgraded, new smart contracts needed to be deployed, thus losing all the
information stored to date in the older ones. Users can’t be restored, and new
addresses are created, so any previous claim is linked to addresses that are now
deprecated.
This situation is not critical in a test scenario, but it is crucial to count with a tool that
lets migrate the necessary data from the current version to an upgraded version of
the platform, in order to rebuild the blockchain and not lose any important piece of
information.

6.3 Business Value
An important aspect of the pilot is to validate Bloomen Music from a business point
of view. To do so, we have to check if our solution is addressing and solving a
problem of the music industry more efficiently than other solutions.
Throughout the project, BMAT has been validating with stakeholders the approach of
Bloomen Music to bring solutions to the rights management issues. As shared in the
initial report, the deliverable 5.1, trust and transparency are the most important areas
our solution should focus on. Lack of trust and transparency between agents of the
music value chain can be overcome with a blockchain-based tool that enables
collaboration with strangers without compromising valuable assets like own
databases, and at the same time lets sharing information that can be exposed to all
the interested parties leaving an immutable trace of the past states of the data
stored in the system.
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Figure 26: Question from the survey about Bloomen Music at Sónar+D 2019

BMAT has identified several contexts in which Bloomen Music is a perfect fit,
provided some improvements to the current version are made. In one of them, DIGIT, BMAT’s music rights claiming platform – introduced in section 4.4 –, could be
powered by the solutions developed for Bloomen Music, since they offer very similar
functionalities. The properties that the blockchain layer of Bloomen brings are very
powerful and would make DIG-IT a tamper-proof platform.
When we presented Bloomen Music to SIAE, the proposal was embraced with
enthusiasm. SIAE collects and distributes private copying levy because of a mandate
of the Ministry of Culture, which requires them to run a transparent and trustworthy
process, in an environment where the participant members do not trust each other.
Also the public opinion is very critical on the appropriate use of the money collected
from the private copying levy, and demands transparency. A distributed ledger
seems the right tool for such a challenge.
Another context where Bloomen Music can find its use is integrated in the back
office systems of CMOs. BMAT is currently building end-to-end royalty distribution
solutions for consortiums of CMOs, where one of their core parts is the module of
rights claiming and music documentation management. In this case, Bloomen Music
would not be a stand-alone platform, but it would be integrated as a module of the
whole system. For such a purpose, our solution can’t be used “as is” in its current
state, which is a demonstrator-oriented tool. Besides the detected technical
improvements needed, further work would be necessary in terms of interoperability
and integration.
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7 Conclusions and Next Steps
The approach taken for the music use case has been to create an incremental
solution that could be integrated within the complex ecosystem of the music
industry8 (see Figure 28 below) instead of creating a totally disruptive model that
would be far from real-life adoption, hence with a much more limited impact.

Figure 27: A flowchart of a sound recording in the music business
8

"How does the music industry work? Give me the high-level overview!."
https://www.taxi.com/transmitter/1906/how-does-the-music-industry-work.html. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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Bloomen Music aims to add efficiency to the value chain of the music royalties,
focusing the efforts in the management of copyright data, which is at the basis of
any operation that is done in the music business 9.
The business acceptance of the solution is as essential as overcoming all the
technical challenges the project may face. First steps towards the validation of the
approach taken for the music use case of the project, as detailed in the initial report,
D5.1, seemed to indicate that Bloomen Music was on the right track. The
interactions we were having with relevant actors of the music industry encouraged
us to continue working in the same direction, and the stakeholders found the
proposal reasonable and useful.
Leaning on the work done on the first phases of the pilot, where we set the basis,
defined the scope of the use case, prepared a first working prototype and created
awareness around the music industry community, the second stage of the pilot has
focused on testing the tool under a realistic scenario, engaging with stakeholders
that have continued giving us valuable feedback to keep building the right solution.
The primary targets for Bloomen Music were CMOs, because they are central to the
use case and they can bring real users from their list of affiliates. Despite the high
interest shown on the project, they tend to be organisations that move rather slowly,
entailing a risk for the success of the development of the pilot testing. Proactivity
from the pilot management has been crucial to find a suitable scenario where
Bloomen Music could be tested in realistic conditions, with the purpose of validating
it both from a technical and a business perspective. DIG-IT has proved to be a
perfect frame to research how our blockchain-powered alternative could add value to
an existing music rights management platform.
The tests run on the second stage of the pilot have allowed us to further develop the
solution, by discovering which features were working as planned, which needed
improvements and which other features were missing and necessary to complete an
MVP which could be run on production environments. The principles at the core of
Bloomen Music have been validated, and SIAE, as the target of the pilot tests, has
encouraged us to keep refining the platform to take it to a production-ready level so
it can replace their current solution. As reported in the results of the pilot tests, some
key aspects need to be addressed, mainly in scalability and the support to perform
complex queries on the data stored on the ledger. If we are able to give an answer to
these demands, Bloomen Music has a promising future as a rights management
platform, and it could be extended beyond the scope of DIG-IT to provide a single
source of truth of music rights data for other stakeholders in the music value chain.
On the last phase of the project, we will focus on fixing some of the issues detected
in the platform as a result of the pilot tests, and we will evaluate the final version of
9

"ICE joins forces with customers to drive best practice 'clean claiming ...." 22 Jul. 2019,
https://www.iceservices.com/blog/online-processing/ice-joins-forces-with-customers-to-drive-best-practiceclean-claiming-on-digital-royalties/. Accessed 30 May 2020.
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the solution. Due to the advanced stage of the project, the technical partners will not
have enough available resources to address some of the improvements proposed
that need to be supported for a production-ready MVP. BMAT will investigate how
these points can be solved beyond the scope of the Bloomen project, working
towards a commercial product.
In the final deliverable D5.7, which will gather the overall evaluation of the pilots, we
will report the final status of Bloomen Music, a final analysis on all the aspects
developed in the pilots of the music use case, and the necessary steps to bring the
platform to a commercial stage.
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